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Automatic modular verification is a user-friendly and scalable solution to gain strong guarantees about software correctness. Higher-order functions and closures are attractive features of a programming language that allow for flexible and extensible code. However, verification thereof poses significant challenges since contracts of closures are generally unknown. In this thesis we propose a methodology that consists of so called call slots and parametric assertions which we partially implemented. We find that we can verify a wide range of interesting use cases with our methodology and that it is suitable for automatic modular verification. This gives us strong support for closures and higher-order functions in a formal verification setting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the increasing prevalence of software in everyday life, software bugs become more costly. To alleviate this, strong means to ensure software correctness are required. While software testing is a proven approach for software correctness, it gives no guarantees that a software is free of errors. In contrast formal verification guarantees that a software adheres to its specifications. For practical purposes, it is desirable to automate as much of formal verification as possible. This can be achieved by encoding the verification problem into first-order logic so that efficient automatic SMT solvers can be used. With the increasing size of software, scalability of verification also becomes a concern. Modular verification scales well and allows to verify code that uses libraries where only the specifications of the libraries are available. Research in this area has seen much progress in the last decade. As a result there exist now tools for popular programming languages such as Java and C that are modular and can automatically verify implementations w.r.t. to their specifications.

1.1 Closures

Many programming languages allow one to assign methods to variables. Such variables are called closures. In many cases it is unknown to which method a closure points.

Often programming languages with nested methods allow methods to capture variables from outer methods. This means nested methods can read and modify variables declared in outer methods.

Higher-order functions are functions that take closures as parameters. Calling such a parameter inside a function can lead to any code being executed, because a client of a higher-order function can use any function for that parameter. This makes higher-order functions very customizable and extensible since a client can create new methods for this parameter depending on their needs.

1.2 Viper and Nagini

Viper [23] is an automatic deductive modular verification infrastructure. It features an intermediate verification language called the Viper language. Front-ends to Viper can then translate other programming languages to the Viper language.

Nagini is a front-end that translates Python programs with static type annotations to Viper’s intermediate language. Furthermore, Nagini expects programs to be annotated with verification constructs such as preconditions, postconditions and loop invariants.
1.3 Problem Statement

While closures are an attractive feature for programmers, they complicate verification of code. Since we may not modularly know to which method a closure points, we cannot always know its contracts. The questions arise: How can we justify that it is ok to call a closure at a certain point and how do we know what holds true after a closure call?

In this thesis we want to explore approaches to this problem and develop a methodology that allows us to verify Python closures in Nagini. In particular, we are looking for approaches that allow for modular verification and are suitable for automation by SMT solvers. However, we limit ourselves to closures without capturing.
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State of the Art

For verifying higher-order function, many approaches have been proposed. These approaches can differ significantly depending on their context. E.g., there exist many approaches that translate the problem into a higher-order logic problem [11, 12, 4, 27, 24, 18, 13]. Viper [23] is deliberately limited to first-order logic so that efficient SMT solvers such as z3 [8] can be used.

Another interesting approach is to use so called model programs [26]. They are based on a greybox approach [6]. Viper uses a blackbox approach where a method is specified by a precondition and a two-state postcondition. A verifier can only use these specifications for verification. In the greybox approach this limitation is weakened so that in addition to preconditions and postconditions one can specify, e.g., that a method carries out certain calls. With model programs, these calls can be closure calls. Using this approach it is possible to verify whether a closure call will occur. Model programs have been formalized and proven sound in the same paper [26]. In [16] it is pointed out that model programs do not work well when the control flow of a method is not statically known (an example of such a method is given). Even though model programs are attractive for certain use cases, we believe a greybox approach is contrary to Viper’s blackbox approach.

2.1 Pre/Post Model

When it comes to approaches that are limited to first-order logic, the so called Pre/Post Model is very prevalent. The Pre/Post Model introduces a placeholder pre and a placeholder post (sometimes other names are used). They represent a precondition and postcondition resp. of a closure that possibly points to an unknown function. These pre and post placeholder can be linked to concrete contracts. This is usually done when it is known to which method a closure points. The pre and post placeholder can also be used in assertions. This allows to restrict what contracts a closure can have. With suitable restrictions a closure call can then be verified even if it is unknown to which method the closure points.

The Pre/Post Model first appears in [10] using higher order logic. Much other work then builds on this idea using first-order logic. In the following, we briefly describe approaches that fall into this category.

In [25], Eiffel [22] is translated to Spec# [3]. They verify Eiffel’s agents which are very similar to closures. The pre and post placeholders are called $precondition and $postcondition. For normal methods dynamic frames [15] are used. An abstract $modifies function is introduced to frame closures. Like the pre and post placeholders, the $modifies function is defined through local assumptions when agents are initialized.
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The pre and post model is very well explained in [17] where a toy language is translated to Boogie [2]. A simplified version of dynamic frames [15] is used. The proposed framework supports many different use cases.

This work is then heavily used in [9]. There closure support is added to Dafny [19] which then gets translated to Boogie [2]. Dafny uses dynamic frames [15].

Chalice [20] is translated to Boogie in [1]. The pre and post placeholders are not directly used in Chalice. In essence a closure is directly restricted through contracts instead of indirectly through restrictions on the placeholders. In Boogie these placeholders are then introduced and used for verification of closures. To solve the framing problem Chalice uses fractional permissions [5].

In [16] a toy language is translated to Boogie. It can be seen as a follow up to [17] (same authors). In particular, their approach is formalized and proven sound.

Chalice is translated to Viper in [21]. Just like Nagini, Chalice uses fractional permissions. So the context of this work is very similar to this thesis. There are some limitations when it comes to old expressions and higher order functions.

2.2 Tools

In the following we focus on tools comparable to Viper (e.g., tools that use first-order logic). While many approaches can be encoded in languages supported by other tools, there are few tools that have dedicated support for closures.


Dafny [19] has excellent support for pure closures. The way pure closures are supported in Dafny can be compared to the Pre/Post Model. Every pure function $f(...)$ has an $f.requires(...)$ function which would correspond to the pre placeholder. Since pure functions are opaque in Dafny, the post placeholder would correspond directly to the function $f(...)$.

To support dynamic frames for pure closures every function also has an $f.reads(...)$ function which returns the set of objects it reads.

VeriFast [14] is a verifier for C and Java programs. It uses separation logic to solve the framing problem. It supports C's function pointers which are C's version of closures. VeriFast has predicate families that are indexed by function pointers. This allows one to verify various use cases of closures. However, it is unclear how well closures are supported generally.
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Call Slots

3.1 Introduction

```python
class Argument:
    def __init__(self, parameter: int, result: int) -> None:
        self.parameter = parameter  # type: int
        self.result = result  # type: int

        Ensures(Acc(self.parameter) and Acc(self.result))
        Ensures(self.parameter == parameter and self.result == result)

def func(g: Callable[[Argument, int, int], Tuple[int, int]],
a: Argument,
b: int,
c: int) -> Tuple[int, int, int]:
    Requires(Acc(a.parameter))
    Requires(Acc(a.result))
    Ensures(Acc(a.result))

while a.parameter < b + c:
    Invariant(Acc(a.parameter))
    a.parameter = a.parameter * a.parameter

    # g reads a.parameter and writes to a.result
    d, e = g(a, b, c)

    return 1 // a.result, sqrt(d), log(e)
```

Figure 3.1: Example code with a closure call.

Figure 3.1 shows Python code with a closure call (line 27). The code contains both type annotations and specifications for Nagini.

This code cannot be verified modularly because of the closure call on line 27. Viper cannot modularly know to which method g points. Therefore the precondition of g is unknown. However to verify this code, the author of the method `func` has to ensure that the precondition of g is established before calling it. Additionally, after calling g its return values are used in the return expressions on line 29. These expressions are only valid if 0 ≠ a.result and 0 ≤ d and 0 < e.

Before calling g there is a while loop. After the while loop, the negation of its condition is established: a.parameter ≥ b + c.
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From the comment on line 26, we can assume that the author of the method `func` wants to give `g` read permission to `a.parameter` and write permission to `a.result`. In Nagini these permissions can be expressed through the Python expression: \( \text{Acc}(a\text{.parameter},1/2) \) and \( \text{Acc}(a\text{.result}) \).

Because we give back these permissions on line 19 and 20, it’s only natural that we want the closure `g` to give back its access permissions to `a.parameter` and `a.result` too.

Based on the above observations, it seems reasonable that `g`’s precondition should be established whenever the following assertion holds:

\[
\text{Acc}(a\text{.parameter},1/2) \text{ and } \text{Acc}(a\text{.result}) \quad (3.1)
\]
\[\text{and } a\text{.parameter} \geq b + c\]

Furthermore, the following assertion should hold after the call to `g`:

\[
\text{Acc}(a\text{.parameter},1/2) \text{ and } \text{Acc}(a\text{.result}) \quad (3.2)
\]
\[\text{and } 0 \neq a\text{.result} \text{ and } 0 \leq d \text{ and } 0 < e\]

With these two equations and the closure call on line 27 we can declare a call slot. A call slot consists of a precondition (Equation 3.1), a call to a closure (line 27) and a postcondition (Equation 3.2). The precondition is an assertion that holds before the call and the postcondition is an assertion that holds after the call. Figure 3.2 shows how to declare a call slot for Nagini.

```python
@CallSlot
def func_call_slot(
    g: Callable[[Argument, int, int], Tuple[int, int]],
    b: int, c: int
) -> None:

    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(a: Argument) -> None:
        Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
        Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)

    ret = g(a, b, c)

    Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
    Ensures(a.result != 0 and ret[0] >= 0 and ret[1] > 0)
```

**Figure 3.2:** A call slot declaration for example 3.1.

A call slot is parametrized by normal variables (`g`, `b` and `c` on line 2 and 3 of Figure 3.2) and universally quantified variables (`a` on line 8 of Figure 3.2). Universally quantified variables can have any value of their respective types. A call slot instance is a call slot where the normal variables have been instantiated with values. A call slot instance is valid if all of the following conditions are met:

- The precondition of the call can be established from only the precondition of the call slot (for all values the universally quantified variables can have).
• The postcondition of the call slot can be established after the call which occurred in a state as described by the precondition of the call slot (for all values the universally quantified variables can have).

Generally, it is unknown whether a call slot instance is valid or invalid. Later we will see that a call slot instance can be guaranteed to be valid through a proof. Call slots are always named. On line 2 of Figure 3.2 the name of the call slot is declared: `func_call_slot`.

Figure 3.3 shows how we can use the call slot `func_call_slot` to verify example 3.1.

```python
def func(
g: Callable[[Argument, int, int], Tuple[int, int]],
a: Argument,
b: int,
c: int
) -> Tuple[int, int, int]:

    Requires(func_call_slot(g, b, c))  # new precondition
    Requires(Acc(a.parameter))
    Requires(Acc(a.result))
    Ensures(Acc(a.parameter))
    Ensures(Acc(a.result))

    while a.parameter < b + c:
        Invariant(Acc(a.parameter))
        a.parameter = a.parameter * a.parameter

    # g reads a.parameter and writes to a.result
    d, e = ClosureCall(
        g(a, b, c),
        func_call_slot(g, b, c)(a)
    )  # type: Tuple[int, int]

    return 1 // a.result, sqrt(d), log(e)
```

**Figure 3.3:** Example 3.1 using the call slot `func_call_slot`.

First, we require that the call slot instance `func_call_slot(g, b, c)` has to be valid on line 8 of Figure 3.3. A call slot instance is expressed in Python through a call to the call slot where the normal variables instances are the arguments of that call. A call slot instance can be used as an assertion and as such will return whether the call slot instance is valid.

Because we cannot modularly know to which method the closure `g` points, we cannot modularly verify the closure call. We need to justify why it is ok to call the closure `g` on line 20. We do this with a `ClosureCall` annotation (line 19) which allows us to attach a justification to a closure call.

The `ClosureCall` annotation takes as first argument the closure call that needs to be justified and as second argument the justification for the closure call. There are two ways to justify a closure call. Firstly, through proving static dispatch which will be explained later in detail. Secondly, through a call slot justification.

The second case is used on line 21. There are two calls in the Python code. The first call (`func_call_slot(g, b, c)`) is a call slot instance (i.e., an instantiation of the call slots normal variables) and the second call (`(a)`) is the instantiation of the
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universally quantified variables. A call slot instance where the universally quantified variables have been instantiated is a call slot justification and can be used as a justification for a closure call.

However, it is a valid justification if all of the following conditions are met:

- The call slot instance is valid.
- The call slot justification’s precondition is established at that point.
- The call slot justification’s call is equivalent to the closure call that needs to be justified.

Two closure calls are equivalent if all of the following conditions are met:

- the closure’s values are equal.
- the first, second, …, and last arguments of both calls are equal.

If two closure calls equivalent, they will have equivalent preconditions and postconditions.

Looking at the conditions of a valid justification, we observe that the second condition guarantees that the call slot justification’s precondition is established. The first condition ensures that the closure call’s precondition is established whenever the call slot justification’s precondition is established. The third condition provides that the calls are equivalent and therefore have the same precondition and postcondition. This is sufficient to conclude that the precondition of the closure call will be established at that point. We have therefore justified the closure call through a call slot justification.

These conditions allow us to replace the unknown precondition of the closure with the known precondition of the call slot justification. The same reasoning can be used to see that we can replace the unknown postcondition of the closure with the known postcondition of the call slot justification.

In this case, all of these conditions are met and we can conclude that the closure call on line 20 is justified. Additionally, we can replace the unknown contracts of the closure with the known contracts of the call slot justification. This means we can exhale equation 3.1 and inhale equation 3.2. In particular, the inhaling allows us to verify that the expressions in the return statement are valid.

With the introduction of this call slot, we added the additional requirement to the method func that the call slot instance func_call_slot(g, b, c) has to be valid. This raises the question of how a caller of func can establish this additional precondition. Previously, we said this is done through a proof and we want to elaborate what this means now. Figure 3.4 shows code that calls the func method with a closure concrete_g that points to either the method concrete_g_1 or the method concrete_g_2.

On line 50, we call the method func which requires full access permissions to both the parameter and result fields of the Argument object a. These preconditions are established by the constructor (_init_) of the Argument class (see Figure 3.1, line 7). However, func also requires that the call slot instance func_call_slot(g, b, c) is valid.

Generally, it is unknown whether a call slot instance is valid or invalid. However, with a call slot proof, we can guarantee that a call slot instance is valid. A call slot proof is a manual proof that proves a call slot instance valid.
3.1. Introduction

The purpose of a call slot proof is to emulate a closure call of a call slot instance. The closure call should be emulated in a state as described by the precondition of the call slot instance and after the call the postcondition of the call slot instance should be established. If we can verify such a scenario, we have proven that the call slot instance is valid.

Lines 31 - 48 show an example of a call slot proof. A call slot proof always has to mention which call slot instance it tries to proof. This is done in the CallSlotProof decorator (line 31). The nested method declarations of a call slot proof have to match the nested method declarations of its corresponding call slot (lines 32 - 35). The contracts of the call slot (lines 37, 38, 47 and 48) can be repeated in the call slot proof to increase readability, but this is not necessary, because a verifier can look up the contracts of a call slot proof through its corresponding call slot.

The body of the call slot proof goes from line 40 to line 45. Its purpose is to emulate the closure call, i.e., it has to be a valid emulation of a closure call. A call slot proof’s body is only a valid emulation if all of the following conditions are met:

- No program state is changed except through closure calls.
- When executing the body, exactly one closure call is executed, in all possible scenarios.
- All closure calls must be equivalent to the call slot’s closure call.

The body of call slot proof from Figure 3.4 adheres to these restrictions.

Call slot proofs can use any assertions that are true where the proof occurs as long as these assertions do not require access permissions. On line 44, the assert statement will succeed, because the assertion that `concrete_g` is equal either to `concrete_g_1` or `concrete_g_2` is true at line 31 and it does not require any access permissions. The purpose of this is to allow a user to carry out a proof in a place where more information is available. The result of the proof (that a call slot instance is valid) can then be used in a different place where this information may no longer be available.

Access permissions are resources and they might not be available when a call slot instance is used to justify a closure call. That is why the proof body is executed in a state where all access permissions are no longer available except for access permissions provided by the precondition of the call slot instance.

The body of a call slot proof is executed in a program state that corresponds to the program state where the proof occurs. The body itself can change this program state. However, such a change of program state will be ignored after the call slot proof. After the call slot proof, the program will continue in the same state as before the call slot proof with the exception that it is guaranteed that the call slot instance is valid.

On line 41 and 45, two closure calls with a ClosureCall annotation occur. This time the justification (the second argument to the ClosureCall call) is not a call slot justification. In both cases the second argument is the name of a Python method. Earlier, we said that there are two kinds of justifications for closure calls. Either a call slot justification or static dispatch. These two closure calls use the static dispatch justification which means that we know to which methods the closures point on those lines. A static dispatch justification is valid if all of the following conditions are met:

- The closure points to the method specified in the second argument of the ClosureCall annotation.
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def concrete_g_1(a: Argument, b: int, c: int) -> Tuple[int, int]:
    Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
    Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)
    Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
    Ensures(a.result == -1 and Result()[0] == 0 and Result()[1] >= 1)
    a.result = -1
    return 0, a.parameter - b - c + 1

def concrete_g_2(a: Argument, b: int, c: int) -> Tuple[int, int]:
    Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
    Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)
    Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
    Ensures(a.result == 1 and Result()[0] >= 0 and Result()[1] == 1)
    a.result = 1
    return a.parameter - b - c, 1

def client() -> None:
    if choice(): # non-deterministic choice
        concrete_g = concrete_g_1
    else:
        concrete_g = concrete_g_2
    a = Argument(2, 2)
    b, c = 2, 3
    @CallSlotProof(func_call_slot(concrete_g, b, c))
    def func_call_slot_proof(concrete_g: G_Type, b: int, c: int) -> None:
        @UniversallyQuantified
        def uq(a: Argument) -> None:
            # Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
            # Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)
            if concrete_g == concrete_g_1:
                ret = ClosureCall(concrete_g(a, b, c), concrete_g_1)
            else:
                assert concrete_g == concrete_g_2
                ret = ClosureCall(concrete_g(a, b, c), concrete_g_2)
            # Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
            # Ensures(a.result != 0 and ret[0] >= 0 and ret[1] > 0)
            func(concrete_g, a, b, c)

Figure 3.4: A possible client of the func method of example 3.1.
The precondition of that method is established at that point.

If we can prove static dispatch for a closure, the closure actually does not point to an unknown method, but instead to a known method. Therefore, we can use the contracts of that method to verify the closure call.

As we know, call slots can have both normal variables and universally quantified variables. In this example we used a universally quantified variable for the Argument object which is initialized on line 28 of Figure 3.4. Then the call slot proof occurs on line 31 of the same Figure. On line 50, it is passed to the func method which modifies the Argument object on line 16 of Figure 3.3. On line 21 of Figure 3.3 the universally quantified variable a is instantiated with this Argument object. Because variable a is universally quantified in the call slot, the call slot instance is valid for all possible Argument instances. So even though the Argument object was modified between the call slot proof and the closure call, the result of the call slot proof (the call slot instance) is still valid where the closure call occurs.

The call slot uses normal variables for the variables g, b and c. The call slot proof was done for the call slot instance func_call_slot(concrete_g, b, c). That is, the instance is only valid for the values of concrete_g, b and c. If any of those variables’ values changed, the call slot instance would no longer be valid for those variables. On the other hand, the call slot proof could make use of information about those values. In particular, that concrete_g points to either of concrete_g_1 or concrete_g_2. The proof could have also used the information that b == 2 and c == 3, but it was not necessary for this proof.

Universally quantified variables allow us to use call slots for values that can change between a call slot proof and where the resulting call slot instance is used in a ClosureCall. This is also true for values that only exist where the ClosureCall occurs (but not where the call slot proof is carried out). Normal variables allow us to use information about their values in a call slot proof that is only available where the proof occurs.

### 3.2 Pure Call Slots

In Nagini one can declare a method to be pure with the Pure decorator.

```python
class Argument:
    def __init__(self, value_a: int, value_b: int) -> None:
        self.value_a = value_a
        self.value_b = value_b
        Ensures(Acc(self.value_a) and Acc(self.value_b))
    @Pure
    def add(arg: Argument, x: int) -> int:
        Requires(Acc(arg.value_a))
        Ensures(Result() == arg.value_a + x)
        return arg.value_a + x
```

**Figure 3.5:** An example of a pure method (lines 9 - 13).

A method that is pure has at least all of the following properties:

- It is side effect free: No program state is changed when a pure method is called.
• It is deterministic: It will always return the same if it is called with the same values.

• It can be used in contracts and assertions.

Call slots do not have these properties, because they support impure method (methods that are not pure). Call slot proofs can be carried out with pure methods, but when the resulting call slot instance is used as a call slot justification, the closure call will not have the above properties.

If a ClosureCall uses static dispatch as a justification, Nagini can look up the method and find out whether it is a pure or impure method. If it is a pure method, then the closure call will also have the above properties.

For a closure call that is guaranteed to be pure and that we want to justify with a call slot justification, we can use pure call slots. So far we have introduced normal call slots (for impure methods). Pure call slots are very similar to normal call slots with a few key differences. With these differences a ClosureCall will also have the three properties of pure methods described above when a pure call slot justification is used. In the following we will describe these differences.

```
f_type = Callable[[Argument, int], int]
@Pure
@CallSlot
def add_or_mul(f: f_type) -> None:

@UniversallyQuantified
def uq(arg: Argument, x: int) -> None:
    Requires(Acc(arg.value_a) and Acc(arg.value_b))

    y = f(arg, x)

    Ensures(y == arg.value_a + x or y == arg.value_b * x)
```

**Figure 3.6: An example of a pure call slot.**

A pure call slot can be declared like a normal call slot, but it has to have the Pure decorator (line 3, Figure 3.6).

A pure call slot proof’s body has to be a valid emulation of a pure closure call. It is only a valid emulation of a pure closure call if all of the following conditions are met:

• No program state is changed.

• When executing the body, at least one pure closure call is executed that is equivalent to the call slot’s closure call, in all possible scenarios.

A closure call is pure if it is either justified by a pure call slot justification or by proving static dispatch to a pure method.

Figure 3.7 shows how the pure add method and the pure add_or_mul call slot can be used to verify a pure closure call. The assertion on line 35 verifies that the closure call is indeed deterministic. Even though the closure has write access to the value_a and value_b fields, we can verify that they are unchanged on lines 36 and 37. Thus we could verify the closure call to be side effect free. On line 38, we are able to call a pure closure inside a contract.
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```python
@Pure
def mul(arg: Argument, x: int) -> int:
    Requires(Acc(arg.value_b))
    Ensures(Result() == arg.value_b * x)
    return arg.value_b * x

def client() -> None:
    arg = Argument(1, 2)
    if choice(): # non-deterministic choice
        f = add
    else:
        f = mul
    @CallSlotProof(add_or_mul(f))
def add_or_mul_proof(f: f_type) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(arg: Argument, x: int) -> None:
        # Requires(Acc(arg.value_a) and Acc(arg.value_b))
        if f == add:
            y = ClosureCall(f(arg, x), add) # type: int
        else:
            y = ClosureCall(f(arg, x), mul)
        # Ensures(y == arg.value_a + x or y == arg.value_b * x)
    assert arg.value_a == 1
    assert arg.value_b == 2
    y1 = ClosureCall(f(arg, 3), add_or_mul(f)(arg, 3)) # type: int
    y2 = ClosureCall(f(arg, 3), add_or_mul(f)(arg, 3)) # type: int
    assert y1 == 4 or y2 == 6
    assert y1 == y2
    assert arg.value_a == 1
    assert arg.value_b == 2
    assert y1 == ClosureCall(f(arg, 3), add_or_mul(f)(arg, 3))
```

Figure 3.7: An example of a pure call slot proof and pure closure calls.

Previously, we said that a call slot proof (normal, not pure) has to have a body that is a valid emulation of a closure call. The definition of a valid emulation of a closure call did not take pure closure calls into consideration. The following definition takes pure closure calls into consideration. A call slot proof’s body (normal, not pure) is a valid emulation of a closure call if all of the following conditions are met:

- No program state is changed except through closure calls.
- When executing the body, exactly one impure and no pure closure calls are executed or at least one pure and no impure closure call are executed, in all possible scenarios. For both cases those closure calls have to be equivalent to the call slot’s closure call.
- All impure closure calls must be equivalent to the call slot’s closure call.
3.3 Old Expressions

Nagini supports old expressions in postconditions of impure methods. The `inc` method makes use of old expressions to specify its behavior in the following example (lines 18 and 19):

```python
class Argument:
    def __init__(self, parameter: int, result: int) -> None:
        self.parameter = parameter  # type: int
        self.result = result  # type: int
        Ensures(Acc(self.parameter) and Acc(self.result))
        Ensures(self.parameter == parameter and self.result == result)

inc_type = Callable[[Argument], Optional[object]]

def inc(arg: Argument) -> Optional[object]:
    Requires(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
    Ensures(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
    Ensures(arg.result == Old(arg.result) + arg.parameter)
    Ensures(arg.parameter == Old(arg.parameter))
    arg.result = arg.result + arg.parameter
    return None
```

**Figure 3.8:** An example of an impure method using old expressions.

Since a closure could point to the `inc` method, closures should have support for old expressions too. Call slots support old expressions naturally. In the following example a call slot is declared with old expressions in its postcondition (lines 8 and 9).

```python
@CallSlot
def inc_call_slot(f: inc_type, arg: Argument) -> None:
    Requires(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
    f(arg)
    Ensures(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
    Ensures(arg.result == Old(arg.result) + arg.parameter)
    Ensures(arg.parameter == Old(arg.parameter))
```

**Figure 3.9:** A call slot with old expressions.

Figure 3.10 shows that call slot proofs and `ClosureCalls` also support old expressions. The assertion on line 22 verifies, because we can use old expressions with closures.
3.4 Viper Encoding

In the following the encoding into Viper will be explained. We will first explain how to encode methods as first-class citizen so that they can be, e.g., assigned to variables. We will then describe how call slots are encoded. We will continue with the encoding of the ClosureCall annotation and finally show how call slot proofs are encoded.

During translation many names will be introduced for variables, functions, methods, etc in Viper. These names could collide with existing names. Nagini provides means to avoid such collisions which are used by our implementation. For all names introduced one can assume that collisions with existing names are guaranteed to be avoided.

3.4.1 Methods as First-Class Citizen

Figure 3.11 shows code where methods are assigned to variables. The Python methods concrete_g_1 and concrete_g_2 will be translated to Viper methods. However, in Viper methods are not first-class citizen which means we cannot assign them to variables.

To work around that we introduce a Viper domain Function. For each method we add a function to that domain which returns a unique value of that domain. Those domain functions are on lines 2-4 in Figure 3.12. Then whenever a method’s value is used, we use the corresponding domain function. On lines 13 and 15, we see the values used in Viper to encode the values of concrete_g_1 and concrete_g_2.

Furthermore, the variable representing a closure will be of type Function in Viper. Line 8 shows the corresponding variable in Viper for the closure concrete_g_.
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3.4.2 Call Slots

For each call slot we introduce an encoding for call slot instances and an encoding for call slot justifications. We will first focus on call slot instances and then on call slot justifications. Figure 3.13 shows the running example of this section.

A call slot instance is encoded as an abstract boolean function in Viper. Its parameters are all normal variables of a call slot. Figure 3.14 shows the Viper code for the call slot instance of our running example. The return value represents whether a call slot instance is valid (true) or invalid (false). Requiring a call slot instance to be valid gets translated to requiring the abstract boolean function to be true. Checking whether a call slot instance is valid gets translated to checking whether the abstract boolean function is true. The boolean function is abstract because by default it is unknown whether a call slot instance is valid or not. In section 3.4.4 we will explain how a call slot proof adds the knowledge that a call slot instance is valid.

A call slot justification is a call slot instance where the universally quantified variables are instantiated. It can be used to justify a closure call in a ClosureCall
3.4. Viper Encoding

```python
@CallSlot
def func_call_slot(
g: Callable[[Argument, int, int], Tuple[int, int]],
b: int, c: int
) -> None:

@UniversallyQuantified
def uq(a: Argument) -> None:

    Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
    Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)
    ret = g(a, b, c)

Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
Ensures(a.result != 0 and ret[0] >= 0 and ret[1] > 0)
```

**Figure 3.13:** The call slot from Figure 3.2.

```python
function func_call_slot(g: Function, b: Int, c: Int): Bool
```

**Figure 3.14:** Encoding of the call slot instance `func_call_slot`.

annotation. For each call slot a helper method is added for the translation of the `ClosureCall` annotation. Figure 3.15 shows the helper method for our call slot.

The helper method has the following parameters: All normal variables of the call slot, all universally quantified variables of the call slot, the closure and all the parameters of the call (line 13 of Figure 3.13). The normal variables appear on line 3 of Figure 3.15. On line 5 we declared the universally quantified variables and on line 7 are the parameters of the call and the closure.

We want to elaborate on the last set of parameters (line 7). This helper method will be used when a `ClosureCall` annotation is justified with a call slot justification from the call slot `func_call_slot`. The `ClosureCall` annotation takes two parameters: The closure call and the justification. It is only valid if the closure call is equivalent to the call of the call slot justification. The closures’ value and its arguments will be the values used for this last set of parameters (line 7). On lines 12 - 15 we can see that we check whether the closures’ value and the arguments of the closure call are the same as the values of `func_call_slot`’s call (line 13 of Figure 3.13).

On line 10 of Figure 3.15 we require that the call slot instance is valid. On the lines 17 and 18 we require the precondition of the call slot and on the lines 20-23 we ensure the postcondition of the call slot (the function `tuple.__getitem__` is used to get the values of tuples).

We observe that this helper method’s precondition corresponds to all conditions required for a call slot justification to be valid. Furthermore, its postcondition corresponds to the call slot’s postcondition.

This helper method naturally supports old expressions in call slots’ postconditions. If the call slot is pure, then the translation works the same except that a Viper function is used instead of a Viper method. Using a Viper function we naturally get the properties of a pure function as described earlier.
method func_call_slot_apply(
    /* normal variables */
    g: Function, b: Int, c: Int,
    /* universally quantified variables */
    a: Ref,
    /* closure value and the arguments to the closure call */
    call_target: Function, call_arg_1: Ref, call_arg_2: Int, call_arg_3: Int
) returns (ret: Ref)
    /* call slot instance has to be valid */
    requires func_call_slot(g, b, c)
    /* closure call matches call slot’s call */
    requires call_target == g
    requires call_arg_1 == a
    requires call_arg_2 == b
    requires call_arg_3 == c
    /* precondition of call slot */
    requires acc(a.parameter, 1/2) && acc(a._result)
    requires a.parameter >= b + c
    /* postcondition of call slot */
    ensures acc(a.parameter, 1/2) && acc(a._result)
    ensures a._result != 0
    ensures tuple___getitem__(ret, 0) >= 0
    ensures tuple___getitem__(ret, 1) > 0

Figure 3.15: The helper method for func_call_slot’s call slot justifications.

3.4.3 Closure Calls

Closure calls always have to be justified except in call slot declarations. With the ClosureCall annotation we can justify a closure call. There are two kinds of justifications: Call slot justifications or proving static dispatch. We will first explain the former and then the later.

# ...
# g reads a.parameter and writes to a.result
d, e = ClosureCall(
    g(a, b, c),
    func_call_slot(g, b, c)(a)
)  # type: Tuple[int, int]
# ...

Figure 3.16: A closure call justified with a call slot justification from Figure 3.3.

In section 3.4.2 we explained that for each call slot a helper method is introduced. For our running example the method func_call_slot_apply was introduced. Whenever a closure call is justified by a call slot justification, the helper method of that call slot will be called. Figure 3.16 shows a code snippet where a closure call is justified by a call slot justification. We observe that all values needed for the helper method are available where the ClosureCall annotation occurs.

Figure 3.17 shows the corresponding viper encoding. The arguments on line 4 and 6 are extracted from Figure 3.16 line 6. The arguments on line 8 are extracted from Figure 3.16 line 5.
With this encoding all conditions for this kind of justification are correctly checked. Nagini will then generate code to extract the values of the tuple `ret` into the variables `d` and `e`.

```viper
/* ... */
ret := func_call_slot_apply ( /* call slot justification's normal variables */
    g, b, c,
    /* call slot justification's universally quantified variables */
    a,
    /* values of closure call */
    g, a, b, c
)
/* ... */
```

**Figure 3.17:** Viper encoding of the code snippet from Figure 3.16.

The other kind of justification we can use in a `ClosureCall` annotation is proving static dispatch. In this case we just have to check that the closure indeed points to the method specified in the `ClosureCall` annotation and then we can directly call that method. However, we will also use a helper method for this simple case. That is, we will generate an abstract method with the same arguments, contracts and return values as the method to which the closure points. But additionally we will add a parameter for the closure’s value and a precondition that the closure has to point to that method. The `ClosureCall` annotation will then be translated to calling that method with the corresponding arguments of the closure call and the closure’s value.

If we justify a closure call by proving static dispatch to a pure method, we generate the same helper method, with the difference that we generate it as a Viper function instead.

With this encoding we translate every `ClosureCall` annotation to either a method call or function call in Viper (depending on whether it is an impure or pure closure call). The checks that the justification is valid are done in the preconditions. This allows us to call pure closures in contracts, because they will be translated to function calls in Viper which are allowed to occur in contracts.

### 3.4.4 Call Slot Proofs

To explain call slot proofs, we will first explain how to create the correct environment for a proof and then how to translate a proof body inside such an environment. At the end of section 3.2 we specified the conditions for valid call slot proof bodies of pure and impure call slots. The translation ensures that we verify that those conditions are fulfilled.

We will use Figure 3.18 as our running example to explain how we create an environment for a call slot proof. That code will be translated to the Viper code of Figure 3.19.

We first declare variables for the proof’s normal variables (line 3 - 5, Figure 3.19). Those variables will be initialized with the values of the call slot instance we want to prove valid (lines 7 - 9). Then we create a while loop with a non-deterministic choice as condition (lines 11 and 12). Because the verifier cannot know whether the condition will be true or false, the verifier is forced to verify both the loop body and the code after the loop. Because the condition never changes, the code after the loop
will be verified as if the loop never executed. Since there are no loop invariants all
access permissions are lost inside the loop body.

```python
# ... @CallSlotProof(func_call_slot(concrete_g, b, c))
def func_call_slot_proof(concrete_g: G_Type, b: int, c: int) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(a: Argument) -> None:
        # Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
        # Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)
        # proof body ...
        # Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
        # Ensures(a.result != 0 and ret[0] >= 0 and ret[1] > 0)
    # ...
```

**Figure 3.18:** The call slot proof from Figure 3.4.

Inside the loop we declare the universally quantified variables (line 14) and a
return variable for the closure call if necessary. Return variables of closure calls
inside call slot proofs have certain restrictions which will be explained later.

We continue with inhaling the precondition (lines 18 and 19) and then declare a
label that we can later use if old expressions occur in the postcondition of the call
slot (line 21). Furthermore, we declare and initialize a counter variable for each pure
and impure closure calls (lines 23 - 26). At this point we insert the translated proof
body (line 28) which is restricted (those restrictions are explained later).

After the proof body, we exhal e the postcondition of the call slot (lines 31 - 34). If
it contains old expressions, they will be translated to labelled old expressions using
the label declared earlier. The loop body then finishes with checking the closure call
counters (lines 36 - 42). If the proof is for a pure call slot, only the expression on lines
40 and 41 is used instead, so we guarantee that no impure closure calls occur. We
observe that impure call slots can be proven with pure closures.

Finally, we add the knowledge that the call slot instance is valid after the proof
(line 45).

We now describe how a proof body gets translated. We translate the proof body
normally and put it inside a proof environment as described above. During transla-
tion we check that the body is a valid proof body. One of the conditions for a proof
body to be valid is that no program state gets changed except through impure clo-
sure calls (see section 3.2). This condition is generally hard to check. We enforce a
stronger version of this condition with more restrictive checks. However, we note
that it is possible to be less restrictive and allow more proofs that would still be
valid. Nevertheless, our version allows for strong proofs and we believe it supports
the majority of use cases.

A proof body is only valid if all of its statements are one of the following:

- **Fold or Unfold statements.**
- **Assert or Assume statements.**
- **if, elif and else clauses where every condition is side-effect free and each
  body is again a valid proof body.**
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- A call slot proof.
- A closure call with or without a single target variable for the return value. If a variable is used for the return value, it must always be the same.

```viper
/* introduce proof variables */
var proof_concrete_g: Function
var proof_c: Int
var proof_b: Int

/* extract proof variables */
proof_concrete_g := concrete_g
proof_b := b
proof_c := c

/* uninitialized boolean */
var proof_non_deterministic_choice: Bool
while (proof_non_deterministic_choice) {
  /* universally quantified variables */
  var proof_a: Ref
  /* return variable if necessary */
  var proof_ret: Ref
  /* call slot’s precondition */
  inhale acc(proof_a.parameter, 1/2) && acc(proof_a._result)
  inhale proof_a.parameter >= proof_b + proof_c
  /* old label */
  label proof_old
  /* proof call counters */
  var proof_impure_call_counter: Int
  var proof_pure_call_counter: Int
  proof_impure_call_counter := 0
  proof_pure_call_counter := 0

  /* call slot’s postcondition */
  exhale proof_a._result != 0
  exhale tuple___getitem__(proof_ret, 0) >= 0
  exhale tuple___getitem__(proof_ret, 1) > 0
  exhale acc(proof_a.parameter, 1/2) && acc(proof_a._result)
  /* check call counters */
  assert ((
    proof_impure_call_counter == 1 &&
    proof_pure_call_counter == 0
  ) || (
    proof_impure_call_counter == 0 &&
    proof_pure_call_counter >= 1
  )))

  /* Add knowledge that call slot instance is valid */
  assume func_call_slot(concrete_g, b, c)
/* ... */
```

**Figure 3.19:** Viper encoding of the code snippet from Figure 3.18.

Lastly, we add Viper code that updates the closure call counters wherever a closure call occurs as a statement. If a pure closure call occurs, we increment the pure closure call counter (`proof_pure_call_counter`) if the closure call matches the closure call of the call slot. If an impure closure call occurs, we assert that the closure call matches the call slot’s closure call and increment the impure closure call counter (`proof_impure_call_counter`).
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Checking whether a closure call of a proof matches the closure call of the call slot can be done by substituting the call slot’s variables (both normal variables and universally quantified variables) with the proof’s variables for the closure call’s value and arguments of the call slot. Then we can check whether these expression are equal to the closure call’s value and arguments of the proof.
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Parametric Assertions

4.1 Motivation

To verify closures with call slots it is necessary to declare preconditions and postconditions. That is, preconditions and postconditions have to be declared with known assertions. However, there are scenarios where this is not desirable.

```python
class State:
    def __init__(self, value: int) -> None:
        self.value = value
        Ensures(Acc(self.value) and self.value == value)

f_type = Callable[[State], Optional[object]]

def n_times(f: f_type, n: int, s: State) -> None:
    Requires(0 <= n)
    i = 0
    while i < n:
        Invariant(0 <= i and i <= n)
        f(s)
        i += 1
```

**Figure 4.1**: A method that executes a closure $n$ times.

In the above code, a closure $f$ is called $n$ times. We would like to verify the $n$\_times method using call slots. The closure call on line 18 should be justified with a call slot justification. So first, we have to declare a call slot. The question now arises what will the precondition and postcondition be for this call slot. Preferably, the contracts of the call slots should support as many closures as possible.

When verifying the $n$\_times method there is another problem. To establish a precondition of a call slot justification on line 18, the loop invariant on line 16 has to be adjusted. With the current loop invariant we can only establish $0 <= i$ and $i < n$ on line 18. To support more useful preconditions, we need a better loop invariant that accommodates for the call slot’s contracts.
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Both of these problems can be solved with parametric assertions. A parametric assertion is an assertion that is a parameter of a method or call slot. With parametric assertions methods and call slots can be parametrized with assertions. Inside the method or call slot the assertion represented by the parametric assertion is unknown (similar to abstract predicates). A client of the method or call slot has to specify what assertion is used for the parametric assertion.

```python
inv_type = Assertion[State, int]

@CallSlot
def n_times_slot(f: f_type, n: int, inv: inv_type) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
    def uq(s: State, i: int) -> None:
        Requires(0 <= i and i < n)
        Requires(inv(s, i))
        f(s)
        Ensures(inv(s, i + 1))

def n_times(f: f_type, n: int, s: State, inv: inv_type) -> None:
    Requires(0 <= n)
    Requires(inv(s, 0))
    Requires(n_times_slot(f, n, inv))
    Ensures(inv(s, n))
    i = 0
    while i < n:
        Invariant(0 <= i and i <= n)
        Invariant(inv(s, i))
        ClosureCall(f(s), n_times_slot(f, n, inv)(s, i))
        i += 1
```

Figure 4.2: Verifying the n_times method using parametric assertions.

We will now explain how parametric assertions can be used to solve the problems highlighted in the previous section (Section 4.1).

On line 17 of Figure 4.2, we parametrize the method n_times with an assertion. That is, we introduce the parametric assertion inv to this method. On line 26, we use the assertion inv(s, i) as an additional loop invariant. The call slot n_times_slot is also parametrized by an assertion (line 5). The call slots' precondition and postcondition use this parametric assertion (lines 10 and 14). Finally, the n_times method specifies new contracts on lines 19 - 21. We additionally requires inv(s, 0) as well as a call slot instance. In the postcondition we ensure inv(s, n).

With these changes we introduced the parametric assertion inv and added it as a loop invariant (inv(s, i)). We added inv(s, 0) as a precondition which will establish the invariant when entering the loop. We also require the call slot instance n_times_slot(f, n, inv). With this call slot instance the closure is required to establish the invariant of the next iteration (inv(s, i + 1)) given the invariant of the
previous iteration ($\text{inv}(s, i)$ and $0 \leq i$ and $i \leq n$). Finally, after the closure has been called $n$ times, the loop invariant $\text{inv}(s, i)$ will establish the postcondition of $\text{n_times}$ because we can show that $i = n$.

### 4.3 Parametric Assertions for Method Clients and Call Slot Proofs

```python
@Predicate
def count_inv(s: State, i: int) -> bool:
    return Acc(s.value) and s.value == i

def count(s: State) -> Optional[object]:
    Requires(Acc(s.value))
    Ensures(Acc(s.value) and s.value == Old(s.value) + 1)

    s.value += 1
    return None

def n_times_client() -> None:
    s = State(0)
    f = count

    @CallSlotProof(n_times_slot(f, 23, count_inv))
def n_times_slot(f: f_type, n: int, inv: inv_type) -> None:

        @UniversallyQuantified
        def uq(s: State, i: int) -> None:
            # Requires(0 <= i and i < n)
            # Requires(inv(s, i))
            Unfold(inv(s, i))

            ClosureCall(f(s), count)

            Fold(inv(s, i + 1))
            # Ensures(inv(s, i + 1))

        assert s.value == 0
        Fold(count_inv(s, 0))
        n_times(f, 23, s, count_inv)
        Unfold(count_inv(s, 23))
        assert s.value == 23
```

**Figure 4.3**: A possible client of $\text{n_times}$.  

When calling a method with a parametric assertion, the parametric assertion is instantiated with an assertion at the call site. At the call site we can take advantage of the knowledge what assertion is used for a parametric assertion. This also applies to call slot proofs. When proving a call slot with a parametric assertion we know what assertion we use for its parametric assertion. In the proof we can use this knowledge. Figure 4.3 demonstrates this.
On line 37 we call $n\_times$ with the closure $f$. On line 19 the $count$ method is assigned to this closure. The $count$ method simply increments the $value$ field of a $State$ object (line 10). The method $n\_times$ is called with a $State$ object whose $value$ field is initially 0. Since this field is incremented in each iteration, a possible loop invariant for the $n\_times$ method would be $s.\ value = i$. We use the $count\_inv$ predicate for the parametric assertion $inv$ when calling the $n\_times$ method. This predicate uses the proposed loop invariant together with the necessary access permissions.

With these parameters, the $n\_times$ method requires the call slot instance $n\_times\_client(f, 23, count\_inv)$. This instance is proven on the lines 21 - 33. In this proof, we unfold the parametric assertion $inv$ on line 28. At first it might seem wrong that we can unfold a parametric assertion, since parametric assertions are unknown inside methods and call slots. However, in the proof we can use the knowledge that $inv$ is instantiated with the predicate $count\_inv$. That is, inside the proof the parametric assertion is not unknown. Instead we know its instantiation. On line 30, the closure call is justified by proving static dispatch to the $count$ method. Its precondition is established by the $count\_inv(s, i)$ predicate which we unfolded on line 28. We can then fold the $count\_inv(s, i + 1)$ predicate on line 32. This succeeds because of the $count$ method’s postcondition.

On line 36 we fold the $count\_inv(s, 0)$ predicate which will establish the $inv(s, 0)$ precondition of $n\_times$. This works because at the call site we know that $inv$ is instantiated with $count\_inv$. Because $0 \leq 23$ all preconditions are established for the $n\_times$ method call. The postcondition then gives us $inv(s, 23)$ or $count\_inv(s, 23)$ when taking the instantiation of the parametric assertion into consideration. After we unfold this predicate we can indeed verify that $s.\ value = 23$ on line 39.

### 4.4 Viper Encoding

In the following we will explain how we can encode parametric assertions in Viper. For our encoding we impose additional restrictions which allow a straight forward encoding which we describe first. Then we show how we can encode assertions as first-class citizen in Viper. We continue to explain parametric assertions for methods and call slots. Finally, we will explain how parametric assertions are encoded for clients of method and call slot proofs.

Parametric assertions work for pure and impure methods and also for pure and impure call slots. In the following we will refer to both pure and impure methods simply as methods and we will refer to both pure and impure call slots simply as call slots.

In our encoding we will introduce many new names. Again, we assume that possible collisions with existing names are handled separately. Nagini provides means for this.

#### 4.4.1 Simple Parametric Assertions

For our version of parametric assertions we impose additional restrictions that allow a straight forward encoding. With these restrictions it may help to think of parametric assertions as a simple version of Java’s type generics. Simple parametric assertions can be seen as assertion generics. We list here the restrictions for simple parametric assertions.

Variables of assertion type:
• can only be parameters of methods or call slots.
• cannot be assigned to.
• can only be instantiated with predicates or variables of assertion type.
• can only be used to instantiate other parametric assertions. However, parametric assertions can be evaluated in contracts.

4.4.2 Assertions as First-Class Citizen

In Viper assertions are not first-class citizen which means we cannot assign assertions to variables. To work around this we introduce a domain Assertion. For every parameter of a method or call slot that is an assertion, we introduce a unique function that represents the value of that parameter. Since parametric assertions can be instantiated with predicates, we also introduce such a function for each predicate.

Figure 4.4 shows this domain for the running example of this chapter. On line 2, we introduce a function for the assertion from Figure 4.2, line 17. The function on line 3, represents the assertion from Figure 4.2, line 5. The last function on line 4, was generated from the predicate of Figure 4.3, line 2.

```
1 domain Assertion {
2     unique function get_n_times_inv () : Assertion
3     unique function get_n_times_slot_inv () : Assertion
4     unique function get_count_inv () : Assertion
5 }
```

**Figure 4.4:** The Assertion domain representing values of assertions.

4.4.3 Methods

Methods only have to be verified if they have a body. So we will only focus on how to translate methods with parametric assertions and a body. Translation of methods without a parametric assertions is unaffected by parametric assertions.

```
inv_type = Assertion[State , int]
def n_times(f : f_type , n : int , s : State , inv : inv_type) -> None:
    Requires(0 <= n)
    Requires(inv(s , 0))
    Requires(n_times_slot(f , n , inv))
    Ensures(inv(s , n))
    i = 0
    while i < n:
        Invariant(0 <= i and i <= n)
        Invariant(inv(s , i))
        ClosureCall(f(s) , n_times_slot(f , n , inv)(s , i))
        i += 1
```

**Figure 4.5:** A method with a body and a parametric assertion.
Figure 4.5 shows a method with a parametric assertion. Its corresponding viper encoding is shown in Figure 4.6. In the previous section we explained that we introduce a function to the assertion domain for each parametric assertion of a method or call slot. So for the \texttt{inv} variable we will also have a function representing its value. To encode this, we add the additional precondition that \texttt{inv}'s value is equal to the value of its assertion domain function (line 6 of Figure 4.6).

The parametric assertion \texttt{inv} can be instantiated either with a predicate or another parametric assertion. Inside the method \texttt{n_times} the assertion that \texttt{inv} represents is unknown. This is best encoded with an abstract predicate. For every parametric assertion of a method we introduce an abstract predicate that represents its value when it is evaluated (e.g., on line 4 or 6). Line 1 of Figure 4.6 shows the generated abstract predicate for the \texttt{inv} assertion.

Finally, whenever \texttt{inv} is evaluated we simply use the generated abstract predicate instead. This happens on the lines 4, 6 and 11 of Figure 4.5 which get translated to the lines 4, 7 and 14 resp. of Figure 4.6.

```viper
predicate n_times_inv (r: Ref, x: Int)
method n_times (f: Function, n: Int, s: Ref, inv: Assertion)
  requires 0 <= n
  requires n_times_inv(s, 0)
  requires n_times_slot(f, n, inv)
  requires inv == get_n_times_inv()
  ensures n_times_inv(s, n)
  {
    var i: Int
    i := 0

    while (i < n)
      invariant 0 <= i && i <= n
      invariant n_times_inv(s, i)
      {
        n_times_slot_apply_0(f, n, inv, s, i, f, s)
        i := i + 1
      }
  }
```

Figure 4.6: The viper encoding of the \texttt{n_times} method.

### 4.4.4 Method Clients

Whenever we call a method with a parametric assertion, we instantiate the parametric assertion either with a predicate or with another parametric assertion. So we know the instantiation of the parametric assertion at the call site. To encode this knowledge, we simply generate a new abstract method for each call site of a method with parametric assertion. Figure 4.7 shows the generated method for a call site where we instantiate \texttt{inv} with the predicate \texttt{count_inv}.

On line 5 we add the knowledge that \texttt{inv} is instantiated with the predicate \texttt{count_inv} instead. With this knowledge, we can replace all evaluations of \texttt{inv} with evaluating \texttt{count_inv} instead. This happened on lines 3 and 6.

Parametric assertions can occur in call slots. In section 3.4.2, we said that we generate a pure boolean function and a helper method or function for each call slot. Call slots with parametric assertions will then be translated as follows. We will only generate the pure boolean function representing the call slot instance. For the helper
method we will generate a new abstract method for each call site as described above based on the original helper method. The generation of the pure boolean function stays the same.

### 4.4.5 Call Slot Proofs

Figure 4.8 shows a proof for a call slot that has a parametric assertion. The parametric assertion \( \text{inv} \) is instantiated with the predicate \( \text{count_inv} \). Inside the proof we want to be able to use this knowledge. Figure 4.9 shows the Viper encoding of that proof. Some aspects of the proof that are independent of parametric assertions have been simplified.

The parametric assertion \( \text{inv} \) is evaluated on the lines 8, 9, 13 and 14 of Figure 4.8. Because we know that it is instantiated with the predicate \( \text{count_inv} \) we can replace these evaluations with its instantiation \( \text{count_inv} \). This results in the predicate \( \text{count_inv} \) being used on the lines 10, 12, 17 and 19 resp. of the Viper encoding in Figure 4.9.
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/* ... */
var b : Bool
while (b) {
    var uq_s : Ref
    var uq_i : Int
    var call_counter : Int
    call_counter := 0

    inhale 0 <= uq_i && uq_i < 23
    inhale count_inv(uq_s, uq_i)

    unfold count_inv(uq_s, uq_i)
    count_static_dispatch(f, uq_s)
    call_counter := call_counter + 1

    fold count_inv(uq_s, uq_i + 1)
    exhale count_inv(uq_s, uq_i + 1)
    assert call_counter == 1
}
assume n_times_slot(f, 23, get_count_inv())
/* ... */

Figure 4.9: A Viper encoding of the proof from Figure 4.8.
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Implementation

In this chapter we want to elaborate on the implementation we created. For the implementation we modified Nagini to verify call slots. Impure call slots are fully supported including old expressions. Pure call slots enjoy also great support in this implementation where the only limitation is that pure call slots cannot be used in contracts. For call slot proofs we used the same restrictions proposed in section 3.4.4. Unfortunately, a minor bug causes Nagini to crash when nested proofs are used.

Parametric assertions are not part of this implementation. Nevertheless, we can get the same functionality with a workaround. This workaround requires one to know all call sites of a method with parametric assertions. This is generally not desirable and often unrealistic (e.g., when one writes a library to be used by unknown code). Nevertheless, we can demonstrate the functionality and usefulness of parametric assertions with this workaround. Parametric assertions do not suffer from this problem.

In Appendix A we attached some interesting examples that were successfully verified with our implementation.

Nagini always finished within less than 15s for all the examples we verified (a medium range Desktop PC was used in this case). We consider this to be a reasonable time and it is similar to other examples that do not use closures.
Chapter 6

Evaluation

6.1 Discussion

In chapter 3 we introduced call slots. Call slots solve the problem of verifying closure calls when their contracts are unknown. Call slots split the problem into two subproblems. The first subproblem is to establish that a closure can be called in an environment as described by a call slot instance. This problem can be solved through call slot proofs which results in the knowledge that a call slot instance is valid. This knowledge can then be passed from where the proof is carried out to where the closure call occurs. The second subproblem is to verify that the closure call occurs in an environment as described by the call slot instance. This is done through the \texttt{ClosureCall} annotation and using a call slot justification. Of course if it is known to which method the closure points, call slots are not needed and instead we can prove static dispatch as a justification for the \texttt{ClosureCall} annotation.

In section 3.3 we showed that call slots fully support old expressions. Old expressions are very important for method contracts as they allow to express many contracts much more precisely. With call slots that support old expressions, we get very strong support for impure closures (closures that are not side-effect free).

Nagini introduces the distinction between pure and impure methods through the \texttt{Pure} decorator. Pure methods have some properties that make them attractive for many use cases. They are side-effect free, deterministic and can be used in contracts. In section 3.2 we introduce the same distinction for call slots. Pure call slots have the same attractive three properties of pure methods. Therefore, we get full support for pure closures.

In section 4.1 we show that there are scenarios where we want assertions to be parametric so that a higher-order function can support different closures better. Parametric assertions are a simple solution to this problem. A minor limitation of parametric assertions is that they do not support two state assertions like postconditions do. Nevertheless, Call slots and parametric assertions work very well together. Call slots together with parametric assertions allow us to verify many more interesting use cases than with only call slots.

With call slots one needs to write more specifications. However, these additional specifications allow us to more precisely specify what a closure is allowed to do. For example the call slot in Figure 3.2 only gives an access permission of 1/2 to a’s \texttt{parameter} field. The call slot is used in Figure 3.3 on line 21. At that point we have full access to the \texttt{parameter} field. With this call slot a closure gets only an access permission of 1/2, even though it is called where we have full access to the \texttt{parameter} field. So while we have to write additional contracts for call slots, we can also restrict what a closure is allowed to do with these contracts. We believe such an approach fits well into deductive verification.
Declaring call slots and carrying out call slot proofs is rather verbose. For call slots we have to separately declare a Python method, contracts and a closure call. For call slot proofs we additionally have to fill in the proof body. With this one has to write a decent amount of additional code to verify closures. We believe there is room for improvement when it comes to writing call slots, call slot proofs and closure calls in Python. However, it is also not easy to find concise ways to declare these constructs in Python. Moreover, we can express all contracts in valid Python so we get proper syntax highlighting and semantic checks for our annotations.

Our implementation supports many important features of call slots. Old expressions are fully supported. Pure call slots are well supported. Only the usage of pure closures in contracts is unsupported in our implementation. With our implementation we could verify a wide variety of different examples (those examples can be found in Appendix A). This demonstrates how well call slots together with parametric assertions allow us to verify closures.

Overall, we believe call slots together with parametric assertions offer a very good solution to verifying closure calls. We are not aware of any severe limitations of this approach. There may be scenarios that are difficult to verify using our solution. However, we believe for the most of these scenarios it is possible to work around them one way or another. Call slots support many features very well (e.g., pure method and old expressions). They work well with existing features of Nagini. They seem like a very natural way to verify closures. We believe together with parametric assertions they can verify the majority of use cases.

6.2 Comparison with existing Work

In the following we want to compare call slots with parametric assertions to existing work. We will first do the comparison with Dafny [19], then with VeriFast [14] and finally compare our methodology to the Pre/Post model which was briefly introduced in section 2.1.

6.2.1 Dafny

As mentioned in section 2.2, Dafny has excellent support for pure closures. Impure closures do not seem to be supported at all in Dafny. Call slots support impure closures naturally. When it comes to verifying pure closures, we think that Dafny imposes a much smaller annotation overhead (its syntax is a lot more concise). However, we believe both approaches are very general. We believe there are few use cases that are support by Dafny but not by call slots or vice versa.

6.2.2 VeriFast

VeriFast uses predicate families to support closures. Predicate families seem to be the only solution to verify closures. VeriFast’s predicate families are indexed by function pointers. While this allows one to verify many interesting use cases, there are also limitations to this approach.

In Figure 6.1 two closures setup and compute are called in sequence. In VeriFast one could introduce two predicate families pre and post where pre corresponds to the precondition and post denotes to the postcondition of a closure. Then on line 17, the predicate post(setup)(...) would be established and on line 18 the predicate pre(compute)(...) has to hold. However, a verifier cannot prove that
the predicate \texttt{pre(compute)(...) holds} on line 18, because it is unknown to which method \texttt{compute} points. So the predicate \texttt{pre(compute)(...) is also unknown.}

This can be solved with parametric assertions and call slots. First we introduce three parametric assertions \texttt{before}, \texttt{between} and \texttt{after}. Then we require that \texttt{before holds before the closure call to setup}. The assertion \texttt{between has to hold between the two closure calls and the assertion \texttt{after has to hold after the closure call to compute.}}

We continue with declaring two call slot \texttt{setup_slot} and \texttt{compute_slot}, one for each closure call. The precondition of \texttt{setup_slot} will be the parametric assertion \texttt{before} and the postcondition will be \texttt{between}. The assertion \texttt{between will be the precondition of compute_slot and after will be the postcondition of compute_slot}}. We can then use appropriate call slot instances to verify both closure calls and the higher-order function \texttt{f}. A client of \texttt{f} can then prove these call slots with the right instantiations for the parametric assertions.

We believe that call slots with parametric assertions support more use cases than VeriFast’s predicate families.

```python
1 class Argument:
2     def __init__(self, a: int, b: int) -> None:
3         self.a = a  # type: int
4         self.b = b  # type: int
5
6         Ensures(Acc(self.a) and Acc(self.b))
7         Ensures(self.a == a and self.b == b)
8
9 F_Type = Callable[[Argument, int], Optional[object]]
10
def f(setup: F_Type, compute: F_Type, arg: Argument, c: int, d: int) -> None:
11     setup(arg, c)
12
13     compute(arg, d)
```

\textbf{Figure 6.1: An example that cannot be verified with VeriFast’s predicate families.}

\section*{6.2.3 Pre/Post Model}

We first mentioned the Pre/Post Model in chapter 2. It is very well explained in [17]. We believe that the Pre/Post Model is as expressive as call slots with parametric assertions. That is, both approaches support the same set of use cases. There are still differences between the two and we believe that our approach is a cleaner solution to the problem.

In [17] it is highlighted that the Pre/Post model can suffer from circular reasoning. Because the pre and post placeholders can be used in assertions, it is possible to use them in a circular way that introduces unsoundness. A simple solution to this is given in [17]. This solution is then refined in [16]. Because call slots do not make use of placeholders, call slots do not suffer from this particular problem. However, call slot proofs can also suffer from circular reasoning. This can be solved by requiring call slot proofs to terminate.
In section 2.1 we briefly explained the Pre/Post model. In particular, one needs to be able to link the pre and post placeholders with concrete contracts when it is known to which method a closure points. It is possible to do that in this setting. However, we did not find a way to do this that supports old expressions and the three properties of pure methods (section 3.2 defines these three properties). It is very hard to make the Pre/Post model work in this setting due to its requirements.

However, call slots’ requirements are easily fulfilled in this setting. To encode call slots one needs to be able to:

- declare call slots.
- proof call slot instances.
- pass the knowledge, that a call slot instance is valid, around.
- annotate closure calls appropriately.

Once these requirements are met, every closure call can be rewritten to a method call with known contracts. We believe often these requirements can be met more easily than the requirements of the Pre/Post model.
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Conclusion

Closures and higher-order functions are attractive features of programming languages. However, they complicate modular reasoning.

In this thesis we have proposed call slots and parametric assertions to modularly verify closures and higher-order functions. Call slots allow us to verify closures even though the contracts of closures are often unknown. Call slots naturally support old expressions and pure closures. Parametric assertions allow us to parametrize methods with assertions. They enable us to verify higher-order methods that aim to be generic w.r.t. the contracts of their closures parameters.

We partially implemented this methodology in Nagini. With this implementation we could verify many interesting examples. Verification finishes within reasonable time. Given these findings, we conclude that call slots together with parametric assertions can verify a wide range of interesting use cases and are an attractive approach for verification of closures.

7.1 Future Work

In the following we would like to point at possible future extensions of this work.

In particular, capturing sticks out as an important problem when it comes to verification of closures. We believe there is potential for clean solutions based on our own considerations and previous work (e.g., [17, 21]).

In chapter 4 we propose parametric assertions but only focus on a simple version of them (see section 4.4.1). We believe there are many enhancements possible that would make closure verification easier.

Otherwise, call slots can be further improved in different aspects such as automatic instantiation of universally quantified variables, automating proofs for call slot instances or simply formalizing the concepts of call slots.
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Appendix A

Examples Successfully Verified by the Implementation

```python
from typing import Callable, Tuple
from nagini_contracts.contracts import (Requires, Ensures, Invariant, Result, Pure, CallSlot, CallSlotProof, UniversallyQuantified, ClosureCall,
)

@Pure
def idiv(x: int, y: int) -> int:
    Requires(y != 0)

@Pure
def sqrt(x: int) -> int:
    Requires(x >= 0)

@Pure
def log(x: int) -> int:
    Requires(x > 0)

def choice() -> bool:
    return True

class Argument:

    def __init__(self, parameter: int, result: int) -> None:
        self.parameter = parameter  # type: int
        self.result = result  # type: int
        Ensures(Acc(self.parameter) and Acc(self.result))
        Ensures(self.parameter == parameter and self.result == result)

G_Type = Callable[[Argument, int, int], Tuple[int, int]]
```
@CallSlot
def func_call_slot(g: G_Type, b: int, c: int) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(a: Argument) -> None:
        Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1/2) and Acc(a.result))
        Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)
        ret = g(a, b, c)
        Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1/2) and Acc(a.result))
        Ensures(a.result != 0 and ret[0] >= 0 and ret[1] > 0)

def func(g: G_Type, a: Argument, b: int, c: int) -> Tuple[int, int, int]:
    Requires(func_call_slot(g, b, c))
    Requires(Acc(a.parameter))
    Requires(Acc(a.result))
    Ensures(Acc(a.parameter))
    Ensures(Acc(a.result))
    while a.parameter < b + c:
        Invariant(Acc(a.parameter))
        a.parameter = a.parameter * a.parameter
    # g reads a.parameter and writes to a.result
    # closure call justified because the call slot holds:
    # func_call_slot(g, b, c)
    d, e = ClosureCall(g(a, b, c), func_call_slot(g, b, c)(a)) # type: Tuple[int, int]
    return idiv(1, a.result), sqrt(d), log(e)

def concrete_g_1(a: Argument, b: int, c: int) -> Tuple[int, int]:
    Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1/2) and Acc(a.result))
    Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)
    Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1/2) and Acc(a.result))
    Ensures(a.result == -1 and Result()[0] == 0 and Result()[1] >= 1)
    a.result = -1
    return 0, a.parameter - b - c + 1

def concrete_g_2(a: Argument, b: int, c: int) -> Tuple[int, int]:
    Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1/2) and Acc(a.result))
    Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)
    Ensures(Acc(a.parameter, 1/2) and Acc(a.result))
    Ensures(a.result == 1 and Result()[0] >= 0 and Result()[1] == 1)
    a.result = 1
    return a.parameter - b - c, 1
def client() -> None:

    if choice():  # non-deterministic choice
        concrete_g = concrete_g_1
    else:
        concrete_g = concrete_g_2

    a = Argument(2, 2)
    b, c = 2, 3

    @CallSlotProof(func_call_slot(concrete_g, b, c))
    def func_call_slot_proof(concrete_g: G_Type, b: int, c: int) -> None:
        @UniversallyQuantified
        def uq(a: Argument) -> None:

            # Requires(Acc(a.parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.result))
            # Requires(a.parameter >= b + c)

            if concrete_g == concrete_g_1:
                # closure call justified, because we can prove static dispatch:
                # concrete_g == concrete_g_1
                # and concrete_g_1 is a method whose contracts we can look up
                # statically/in nagini
                ret = ClosureCall(concrete_g(a, b, c), concrete_g_1)  # type: Tuple[int, int]
            else:
                assert concrete_g == concrete_g_2
                # closure call justified, because we can prove static dispatch:
                # concrete_g == concrete_g_2
                # and concrete_g_2 is a method whose contracts we can look up
                # statically/in nagini
                ret = ClosureCall(concrete_g(a, b, c), concrete_g_2)

            # Ensures(Acc(a.Parameter, 1 / 2) and Acc(a.Result))
            # Ensures(a.result != 0 and ret[0] >= 0 and ret[1] > 0)

        func(concrete_g, a, b, c)

Listing A.1: Static Code Example
self.a = a  # type: int
self.b = b  # type: int

Ensures(Acc(self.a) and Acc(self.b))
Ensures(self.a == a and self.b == b)

F_Type = Callable[[Argument, int], Optional[object]]

@CallSlot
def f_setup(setup: F_Type, c: int, d: int, before_token: int, between_token: int) -> None:

    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(arg: Argument) -> None:
        Requires(before(arg, c, d, before_token))

    setup(arg, c)

    Ensures(between(arg, c, d, between_token))

@CallSlot
def f_compute(compute: F_Type, c: int, d: int, between_token: int, after_token: int) -> None:

    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(arg: Argument) -> None:
        Requires(between(arg, c, d, between_token))

    compute(arg, d)

    Ensures(after(arg, c, d, after_token))

def f(setup: F_Type, compute: F_Type, arg: Argument, c: int, d: int, before_token: int, between_token: int, after_token: int) -> None:

    Requires(f_setup(setup, c, d, before_token, between_token))
    Requires(f_compute(compute, c, d, between_token, after_token))
    Requires(before(arg, c, d, before_token))

    ClosureCall(setup(arg, c), f_setup(setup, c, d, before_token)(arg))

    # assert between(arg, c, d, between_token)

    ClosureCall(compute(arg, d), f_compute(compute, c, d, between_token, after_token)(arg))

    Ensures(after(arg, c, d, after_token))

def setup(arg: Argument, c: int) -> Optional[object]:
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```python
# Requires (Acc(arg.a))
# Requires (c > 1)
Ensures(Acc(arg.a))
Ensures(arg.a == 3 * c)

arg.a = 3 * c

def compute(arg: Argument, d: int) -> Optional[object]:
    Requires(Acc(arg.a, 1 / 2) and Acc(arg.b))
    Ensures(Acc(arg.a, 1 / 2) and Acc(arg.b))
    Ensures(arg.b == arg.a + d)
    arg.b = arg.a + d

@Predicate
def before(arg: Argument, c: int, d: int, token: int) -> bool:
    return (Acc(arg.a) and Acc(arg.b) and c > 1 if token == 1 else True)

@Predicate
def between(arg: Argument, c: int, d: int, token: int) -> bool:
    return (Acc(arg.b) and Acc(arg.a) and arg.a == 3 * c if token == 1 else True)

@Predicate
def after(arg: Argument, c: int, d: int, token: int) -> bool:
    return (Acc(arg.a) and Acc(arg.b) and arg.a == 3 * c and arg.b == arg.a +
            d if token == 1 else True)

def client() -> None:
    arg = Argument(2, 2)
    c, d = 2, 3
    before_token = between_token = after_token = 1
    @CallSlotProof(f_setup(setup, c, d, before_token, between_token))
def f_setup_proof(f: F_Type, c: int, d: int, A: int, B: int) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(arg: Argument) -> None:
        # Requires(before(arg, c, d, before_token))
        # Unfold(before(arg, c, d, between_token))
        ClosureCall(f(arg, c), setup)
        Fold(between(arg, c, d, between_token))
        # Ensures(between(arg, c, d, between_token))
    @CallSlotProof(f_compute(compute, c, d, between_token, after_token))
def f_compute_proof(f: F_Type, c: int, d: int, B: int, C: int) -> None:
```
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@UniversallyQuantified
def uq(arg: Argument) -> None:
    # Requires (between(arg, c, d, between_token))
    Unfold (between(arg, c, d, between_token))

    ClosureCall (f(arg, d), compute)

    Fold (after(arg, c, d, after_token))
    # Ensures (after(arg, c, d, after_token))

    Fold (before(arg, c, d, between_token))
f(setup, compute, arg, c, d, before_token, between_token, after_token)
Unfold(after(arg, c, d, after_token))

assert arg.a == 6
assert arg.b == 9

Listing A.2: Setup-Compute Example

from typing import Callable, Optional
from nagini_contracts.contracts import (Implies,
Requires,
Ensures,
Result,
Old,
Invariant,
Predicate,
Fold,
Unfold,
Unfolding,
Pure,
Acc,
CallSlot,
CallSlotProof,
UniversallyQuantified,
ClosureCall,
Assert,
)

class State:

def __init__(self,
    counter: int,
    value: int,
    offset: int,
    next: Optional["State"]
) -> None:
    self.counter = counter
    self.value = value
    self.offset = offset
    self.next = next
    Ensures(Acc(self.counter) and Acc(self.value))
    Ensures(Acc(self.offset) and Acc(self.next))
    Ensures(self.counter == counter and self.value == value)
    Ensures(self.offset == offset and self.next == next)
f_type = Callable[[State], Optional[object]]
```python
# @Predicate
def n_inv(s: State, i: int, n_inv_token: int) -> bool:
    return
        Acc(s.counter) and Acc(s.value) and
        s.counter == i and s.value == i * (i + 1) // 2
        if n_inv_token == 1 else
        True
)

# @CallSlot
def n_times_slot(f: f_type, n_inv_token: int) -> None:

# @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(s: State, i: int) -> None:
    Requires(n_inv(s, i, n_inv_token))
    f(s)
    Ensures(n_inv(s, i + 1, n_inv_token))

def n_times(f: f_type, n: int, s: State, n_inv_token: int) -> None:
    Requires(0 <= n)
    Requires(n_inv(s, 0, n_inv_token))
    Requires(n_times_slot(f, n_inv_token))
    Ensures(n_inv(s, n, n_inv_token))
    i = 0
    while i < n:
        Invariant(0 <= i and i <= n)
        Invariant(n_inv(s, i, n_inv_token))
        ClosureCall(f(s), n_times_slot(f, n_inv_token)(s, i))
        i += 1

# This shouldn’t be necessary
# Seems to be a bug in Nagini
Unfold(n_inv(s, i, n_inv_token))
Fold(n_inv(s, n, n_inv_token))

def sum_range(s: State) -> Optional[object]:
    Requires(Acc(s.counter) and Acc(s.value))
    Ensures(Acc(s.counter) and Acc(s.value))
    Ensures(s.counter == Old(s.counter) + 1)
    Ensures(s.value == Old(s.value + s.counter + 1))
    s.counter += 1
    s.value += s.counter
    return None

def n_times_client() -> None:
    s = State(0, 0, 0, None)
    f = sum_range
    @CallSlotProof(n_times_slot(f, 1))
```
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def n_times_slot(f: f_type, n_inv_token: int) -> None:

    @UniversallyQuantified
    def uq(s: State, i: int) -> None:
        # Requires(n_inv(s, i, n_inv_token))
        Unfold(n_inv(s, i, n_inv_token))

        assert i == s.counter
        assert s.value == i * (i + 1) // 2
        ClosureCall(f(s), sum_range)

        assert s.counter == i + 1
        assert s.value == i * (i + 1) // 2 + i + 1
        assert s.value == i * (i + 1) // 2 + 2 * (i + 1) // 2
        assert s.value == (i * (i + 1) + 2 * (i + 1)) // 2
        Fold(n_inv(s, i + 1, n_inv_token))
        # Ensures(n_inv(s, i + 1, n_inv_token))

        Fold(n_inv(s, 0, 1))
        n_times(f, 23, s, 1)
        Unfold(n_inv(s, 23, 1))
        assert s.value == 276
        assert s.counter == 23

Listing A.3: N-Times Example

def __init__(
    self, 
    counter: int, 
    value: int, 
    offset: int, 
    next: Optional['State']
) -> None:

    self.counter = counter
    self.value = value
    self.offset = offset

from typing import Callable, Optional
from nagini_contracts.contracts import (Implies,
    Requires,
    Ensures,
    Result,
    Old,
    Invariant,
    Predicate,
    Fold,
    Unfold,
    Unfolding,
    Pure,
    Acc,
    CallSlot,
    CallSlotProof,
    UniversallyQuantified,
    ClosureCall,
    Assert,
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self.next = next
Ensures(Acc(self.counter) and Acc(self.value))
Ensures(Acc(self.offset) and Acc(self.next))
Ensures(self.counter == counter and self.value == value)
Ensures(self.offset == offset and self.next == next)

cond_t = Callable[[State], bool]
body_t = Callable[[State], Optional[object]]

@Predicate
def inv(s: State, inv_token: int) -> bool:
    return (
        (Acc(s.counter) and Acc(s.value, 1 / 2) and
         s.counter <= s.value)
    ) if inv_token == 1 else True

@Pure
def cond_expr(s: State, inv_token: int) -> bool:
    Requires(inv(s, inv_token))
    return Unfolding(
        inv(s, inv_token),
        s.counter < s.value if inv_token == 1 else True
    )

@Pure
@CallSlot
def cond_slot(
    cond: cond_t,
    inv_token: int
) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(s: State) -> None:
        Requires(inv(s, inv_token))
        b = cond(s)
        Ensures(b == cond_expr(s, inv_token))

@CallSlot
def body_slot(body: body_t, inv_token: int) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(s: State) -> None:
        Requires(inv(s, inv_token))
        Requires(cond_expr(s, inv_token))
        body(s)
        Ensures(inv(s, inv_token))

def while_loop(
    cond: cond_t,
    body: body_t,
    inv_token: int
) -> None:
```
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body: body_t,
s: State,
inv_token: int
) -> None:

Requires(inv(s, inv_token))
Requires(cond_slot(cond, inv_token))
Requires(body_slot(body, inv_token))

Ensures(inv(s, inv_token))
Ensures(not cond_expr(s, inv_token))

b = ClosureCall(
    cond(s),
    cond_slot(cond, inv_token)(s)
)  # type: bool

assert b == cond_expr(s, inv_token)

while b:
    Invariant(inv(s, inv_token))
    Invariant(b == cond_expr(s, inv_token))

    ClosureCall(
        body(s),
        body_slot(body, inv_token)(s)
    )

    b = ClosureCall(
        cond(s),
        cond_slot(cond, inv_token)(s)
    )

@Pure
def count_to_cond(s: State) -> bool:
    Requires(Acc(s.counter) and Acc(s.value))
    Ensures(Result() == (s.counter < s.value))
    return s.counter < s.value

def count_to_body(s: State) -> Optional[object]:
    Requires(Acc(s.counter) and Acc(s.value, 1 / 2))
    Requires(s.counter < s.value)
    Ensures(Acc(s.counter) and Acc(s.value, 1 / 2))
    Ensures(s.counter <= s.value)
    Ensures(s.counter == Old(s.counter) + 1)
    s.counter += 1
    return None

def while_loop_client() -> None:
    cond_f = count_to_cond
    body_f = count_to_body
    s = State(0, 20, 0, None)
    @CallSlotProof(cond_slot(cond_f, 1))
def cond_slot(
    cond: cond_t,
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162 | inv_token: int
163 | ) -> None:
164 |
165 | @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(s: State) -> None:
167 | # Requires(inv(s, inv_token))
168 |
169 | Unfold(inv(s, inv_token))
170 | b = ClosureCall(cond(s), count_to_cond) # type: bool
171 | Fold(inv(s, inv_token))
172 |
173 | # Ensures(b == cond_expr(s, inv_token))
174 |
175 | @CallSlotProof(body_slot(body_f, 1))
def body_slot(body: body_t, inv_token: int) -> None:
178 | @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(s: State) -> None:
180 | # Requires(inv(s, inv_token))
181 | # Requires(Unfolding(inv(s, inv_token), cond_expr(s, inv_token)))
182 |
183 | Unfold(inv(s, inv_token))
184 | ClosureCall(body(s), count_to_body)
185 | Fold(inv(s, inv_token))
186 |
187 | # Ensures(inv(s, inv_token))
188 |
189 | Fold(inv(s, 1))
190 | while_loop(cond_f, body_f, s, 1)
191 | Unfold(inv(s, 1))
192 |
193 | assert s.counter == 20 and s.value == 20

Listing A.4: While Loop Example

1 | class typing import Callable
2 | from nagini_contracts.contracts import (Implies,
3 | Requires,
4 | Ensures,
5 | Result,
6 | Old,
7 | Invariant,
8 | Predicate,
9 | Fold,
10 | Unfold,
11 | Unfolding,
12 | Acc,
13 | CallSlot,
14 | CallSlotProof,
15 | UniversallyQuantified,
16 | ClosureCall,
17 | )
18 |
def inc(x: int) -> int:
19 | Ensures(Result() == x + 1)
20 | return x + 1
21 |
def mul(x: int) -> int:
22 | Requires(x > 0)
Ensures (Result() == x * 2)
return x * 2

@Predicate
def pre(x: int, pre_token: int) -> bool:
    return (True if pre_token == 1 else x > 0 if pre_token == 2 else True)

@Predicate
def post(x: int, ret: int, post_token: int) -> bool:
    return (ret == x + 1 if post_token == 1 else ret == x * 2 if post_token == 2 else True)

f0_type = Callable[[int], int]

@CallSlot
def f1_slot(f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int) -> None:
    Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
    ret = f0(x)
    Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))
    return ClosureCall(f0(x), f1_slot(f0, x, pre_token, post_token))

f1_type = Callable[[f0_type, int, int, int], int]

@CallSlot
def f2_slot(f1: f1_type, f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int) -> int:
    Requires(f1_slot(f0, x, pre_token, post_token))
    Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
    ret = f1(f0, x, pre_token, post_token)
    Ensures(post(x, Result(), post_token))
    return ClosureCall(f1(f0, x, pre_token, post_token),
                       f2_slot(f1, f0, x, pre_token, post_token))

f2_type = Callable[[f1_type, f0_type, int, int, int], int]
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@CallSlot
def f3_slot(f2: f2_type, f1: f1_type, f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int) -> int:
    Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
    ret = f2(f1, f0, x, pre_token, post_token)
    Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))

def f3(f2: f2_type, f1: f1_type, f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int) -> int:
    Requires(f3_slot(f2, f1, f0, x, pre_token, post_token))
    Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
    Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))
    return ClosureCall(f2(f1, f0, x, pre_token, post_token),
                       f3_slot(f2, f1, f0, x, pre_token, post_token))

def client() -> None:
    _inc = inc
    _mul = mul

    _f1 = f1
    _f2 = f2
    _f3 = f3

    @CallSlotProof(f1_slot(_inc, 5, 1, 1))
    def f1_slot_inc(f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int) -> None:
        # Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
        Unfold(pre(x, pre_token))
        ret = ClosureCall(f0(x), inc)  # type: int
        Fold(post(x, ret, post_token))
        # Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))

    @CallSlotProof(f2_slot(_f1, _inc, 5, 1, 1))
    def f2_slot_inc(_f1: f1_type, _f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int) -> None:
        # Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
        ret = ClosureCall(_f1(_f0, x, pre_token, post_token), f1)  # type: int
        # Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))

    @CallSlotProof(f3_slot(_f2, _f1, _inc, 5, 1, 1))
    def f3_slot_inc(_f2: f2_type, _f1: f1_type, _f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int) -> None:
        # Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
        ret = ClosureCall(_f2(_f1, _f0, x, pre_token, post_token), f2)  # type: int
        # Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))

Fold(pre(5, 1))
y1 = ClosureCall(_f3(_f2, _f1, _inc, 5, 1, 1), f3)  # type: int
Unfold(post(5, y1, 1))
assert y1 == 6
```
@CallSlotProof(f1_slot(_mul, 5, 2, 2))
def f1_slot_mul(f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int)
    -> None:
        # Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
        Unfold(pre(x, pre_token))
        ret = ClosureCall(f0(x), mul) # type: int
        Fold(post(x, ret, post_token))
        # Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))

@CallSlotProof(f2_slot(_f1, _mul, 5, 2, 2))
def f2_slot_mul(_f1: f1_type, _f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int)
    -> None:
        # Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
        ret = ClosureCall(_f1(_f0, x, pre_token, post_token), f1) # type: int
        # Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))

@CallSlotProof(f3_slot(_f2, _f1, _mul, 5, 2, 2))
def f3_slot_mul(_f2: f2_type, _f1: f1_type, _f0: f0_type, x: int, pre_token: int, post_token: int)
    -> None:
        # Requires(pre(x, pre_token))
        ret = ClosureCall(_f2(_f1, _f0, x, pre_token, post_token), f2) # type: int
        # Ensures(post(x, ret, post_token))

Fold(pre(5, 2))
y2 = ClosureCall(_f3(_f2, _f1, _mul, 5, 2, 2), f3) # type: int
Unfold(post(5, y2, 2))
assert y2 == 10

Listing A.5: HOF Forwarding Example

from typing import Callable, Optional
from nagini_contracts.contracts import (Requires,
    Ensures,
    Predicate,
    Acc,
    Old,
    CallSlot,
    CallSlotProof,
    ClosureCall,
)

class Argument:
    def __init__(self, parameter: int, result: int) -> None:
        self.parameter = parameter # type: int
        self.result = result # type: int
        Ensures(Acc(self.parameter) and Acc(self.result))
        Ensures(self.parameter == parameter and self.result == result)

inc_type = Callable[[Argument], Optional[object]]
def inc(arg: Argument) -> Optional[object]:
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28 Requires(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
29
30 Ensures(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
31 Ensures(arg.result == Old(arg.result) + arg.parameter)
32 Ensures(arg.parameter == Old(arg.parameter))
33
arg.result = arg.result + arg.parameter
34
35 return None
36
37 @CallSlot
def inc_call_slot(f: inc_type, arg: Argument) -> None:
38 Requires(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
39
40 f(arg)
41
42 Ensures(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
43 Ensures(arg.result >= Old(arg.result) + arg.parameter)
44 Ensures(arg.parameter == Old(arg.parameter))
45
46 def test() -> None:
47 arg = Argument(1, 2)
48 arg.result = 20
49 arg.parameter = 50
50
51 f = inc
52
53 @CallSlotProof(inc_call_slot(inc, arg))
def inc_proof(f: inc_type, arg: Argument) -> None:
54 # Requires(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
55
56 ClosureCall(f(arg), inc)
57
58 # Ensures(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
59 # Ensures(arg.result >= Old(arg.result) + arg.parameter)
60 # Ensures(arg.parameter == Old(arg.parameter))
61
62 ClosureCall(f(arg), inc_call_slot(f, arg)())
63
64 assert arg.result >= 70 and arg.parameter == 50
```

LISTING A.6: Old Expressions Example

```python
1 from typing import Callable
2 from nagini_contracts.contracts import (  
3 Requires,  
4 Ensures,  
5 Acc,  
6 Pure,  
7 Result,  
8 Old,  
9 CallSlot,  
10 CallSlotProof,  
11 UniversallyQuantified,  
12 ClosureCall  
13 )
14
15 def choice() -> bool:
```

...
class Argument:
    def __init__(self, parameter: int, result: int) -> None:
        self.parameter = parameter  # type: int
        self.result = result        # type: int
        Ensures(Acc(self.parameter) and Acc(self.result))
        Ensures(self.parameter == parameter and self.result == result)

F_Type = Callable[[Argument, int], int]

@Pure
def add(arg: Argument, x: int) -> int:
    Requires(Acc(arg.parameter))
    Ensures(Result() == x + arg.parameter)
    return x + arg.parameter

@Pure
@CallSlot
def pure_call_slot(f: F_Type, arg: Argument) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(x: int) -> None:
        Requires(Acc(arg.parameter) and arg.parameter > 0 and x > 1)
        y = f(arg, x)
        Ensures(y > arg.parameter)

def client(f: F_Type, arg: Argument) -> None:
    Requires(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
    Requires(arg.parameter > 0)
    Requires(pure_call_slot(f, arg))
    Ensures(Acc(arg.parameter) and Acc(arg.result))
    Ensures(arg.parameter == Old(arg.parameter))
    Ensures(arg.result > arg.parameter)
    arg.result = ClosureCall(f(arg, 20), pure_call_slot(f, arg)(20))

def method() -> None:
    if choice():
        f = add
    else:
        f = mul
    arg = Argument(10, 5)
@CallSlotProof(pure_call_slot(f, arg))

def pure_call_slot(f: F_Type, arg: Argument) -> None:
    ...

@UniversallyQuantified
def uq(x: int) -> None:
    # Requires(Acc(arg.parameter) and arg.parameter > 0 and x > 1)

    if f == add:
        y = ClosureCall(f(arg, x), add)  # type: int
    else:
        y = ClosureCall(f(arg, x), mul)

    # Ensures(y > arg.parameter)

client(f, arg)

assert arg.parameter == 10
assert arg.result > arg.parameter

from typing import Callable
from nagini_contracts.contracts import (CallSlot, CallSlotProof, UniversallyQuantified, ClosureCall, Pure, Result, Requires, Ensures, Acc)

def choice() -> bool:
    return True

class Argument:
    def __init__(self, value_a: int, value_b: int) -> None:
        self.value_a = value_a
        self.value_b = value_b
        Ensures(Acc(self.value_a) and Acc(self.value_b))
        Ensures(self.value_a == value_a and self.value_b == value_b)

f_type = Callable[[Argument, int], int]

@Pure
def add(arg: Argument, x: int) -> int:
    Requires(Acc(arg.value_a))
    Ensures(Result() == arg.value_a + x)
    return arg.value_a + x

@Pure
def mul(arg: Argument, x: int) -> int:
    Requires(Acc(arg.value_b))
    Ensures(Result() == arg.value_b * x)
    return arg.value_b * x
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@Pure
@CallSlot
def add_or_mul(f: f_type) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(arg: Argument, x: int) -> None:
        Requires(Acc(arg.value_a) and Acc(arg.value_b))
        y = f(arg, x)
    Ensures(y == arg.value_a + x or y == arg.value_b * x)

@CallSlot
def hof_slot(f: f_type) -> None:
    @UniversallyQuantified
def uq(arg: Argument, x: int) -> None:
        Requires(Acc(arg.value_a, 1/2) and Acc(arg.value_b, 1/3))
        y = f(arg, x)
    Ensures(Acc(arg.value_a, 1/2) and Acc(arg.value_b, 1/3))
    Ensures(y <= arg.value_a + x or y >= arg.value_b * x)

def hof(f: f_type, arg: Argument) -> int:
    Requires(Acc(arg.value_a, 1/2) and Acc(arg.value_b, 1/3))
    Requires(hof_slot(f))
    Ensures(Acc(arg.value_a, 1/2) and Acc(arg.value_b, 1/3))
    Ensures(Result() <= arg.value_a + 5 or Result() >= arg.value_b * 5)
    return ClosureCall(f(arg, 5), hof_slot(f)(arg, 5))

def client() -> None:
    arg = Argument(1, 2)
    assert arg.value_a == 1
    assert arg.value_b == 2
    f = add
    y = ClosureCall(f(arg, 3), add)  # type: int
    assert y == 4
    assert arg.value_a == 1
    assert arg.value_b == 2
    f = mul
    y = ClosureCall(f(arg, 3), mul)
    assert y == 6
    assert arg.value_a == 1
    assert arg.value_b == 2
    if choice():
        f = add
    else:
        f = mul
    @CallSlotProof(add_or_mul(f))
def add_or_mul_proof(f: f_type) -> None:
```
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@UniversallyQuantified

def uq(arg: Argument, x: int) -> None:
    # Requires(Acc(arg.value_a) and Acc(arg.value_b))
    
    if f == add:
        y = ClosureCall(f(arg, x), add)  # type: int
    else:
        y = ClosureCall(f(arg, x), mul)

    # Ensures(y == arg.value_a + x or y == arg.value_b * x)

y1 = ClosureCall(f(arg, 3), add_or_mul(f)(arg, 3))  # type: int
y2 = ClosureCall(f(arg, 3), add_or_mul(f)(arg, 3))  # type: int
assert y1 == 4 or y2 == 6
assert y1 == y2
assert arg.value_a == 1
assert arg.value_b == 2
assert y1 == ClosureCall(f(arg, 3), add_or_mul(f)(arg, 3))

@CallSlotProof(hof_slot(f))
de hof_slot_proof(f: f_type) -> None:

    @UniversallyQuantified
    def uq(arg: Argument, x: int) -> None:
        # Requires(Acc(arg.value_a) and Acc(arg.value_b))
        
        if f == add:
            y = ClosureCall(f(arg, x), add)  # type: int
        else:
            y = ClosureCall(f(arg, x), mul)

        # Ensures(y <= arg.value_a + x or y >= arg.value_b * x)

h = hof
y = ClosureCall(h(f, arg), hof)
assert y <= 6 or y >= 10
assert arg.value_a == 1
assert arg.value_b == 2
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